
“Adding all these factors together, we came to one conclusion: get down
to your local chandler’s and purchase a number of Ocean Safety’s Kru
Sport Pros for you and your crew.”

Motor Boats Monthly. June 2013 issue

Kru Sport Pro

READ THIS BEFORE YOU BUY !

LIFEJACKET TEST

READ THIS
BEFORE

YOU BUY!



Lifesavers
D o n’t b u y a  n e w life ja c k e t u n til y o u ’v e  re a d o u r
e x c lu s iv e  o p e n -w a te r te s t REPORT BY NEALE BYART

W e’ve had it drilled into us through
the RNLI, the RYA, on training
courses and even in the pages
of your favourite boating

magazine – lifejackets are essential pieces of
safety kit. And as the RNLI constantly reminds
us, they are ‘useless unless worn’.

Actually, it’s a bit more complex than that. You
only have to look in your local chandler’s and
find yourself confused by the variety of lifejackets

it stocks to understand how difficult it is to pick
the right jacket for your needs.

For starters, there are different levels of jacket;
from 100 Newton buoyancy aids through to the
275 Newton professional offshore jackets.
Although you may spot a range of sizes in
between these two figures, there are only two
recognized standards for lifejackets – 150 Newton
and 275 Newton. Anything less than 150 Newton
is a buoyancy aid rather than a lifejacket, and

some 150 Newton lifejackets are confusingly sold
with a higher Newton figure because they
exceed the industry standard. Conversely, 275
Newton jackets are designed for offshore use, so
are over the top for most motorboaters. With this
in mind we have tested 10 150 Newton jackets.
In this range you can buy both manual and
automatic versions – the automatic jackets are
activated by several firing methods (see panel
right). You can also equip your jacket with a
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PRODUCT TEST
LIFEJACKETS

number of additional safety features such as a
harness, crotch-straps, a light and a sprayhood.

At MBM we’ve tested enough lifejackets in our
time to understand a few simple facts. First,
a lifejacket without crotch-straps will almost
certainly ride up when needed, leaving the
head nearer the water than is ideal. Second,
a sprayhood isn’t just a nice extra – in choppy
water it may well be the difference between life
and death. And third, should you go overboard
at night, a light is essential.

These features formed the basis for deciding
which jackets to test. We intended that all had to
have crotch-straps, a light and a sprayhood; we
were less concerned about a harness, although
in certain circumstances this can be useful. In
practice, not all jackets arrived fully equipped to
our specification but most could be upgraded as
an option and we have indicated this on each
jacket review; the ‘Features’ list refers to the
jacket as we received it. All the jackets in our test
come from different suppliers and we have also
included a budget jacket because we know
they are very popular. A couple of equipment
suppliers declined to offer us a jacket for
our test and one failed to deliver a jacket in time
to be included.

The test
We were interested in how comfortable each
jacket was to wear around the boat, how easy it
was to adjust, how quickly it fired and turned the
casualty over in the water, how comfortable it
was in the water once it had inflated and how
effective and efficient all of the safety features
were. Previously, we had tested jackets in
swimming pools, both heated and unheated.
This time we decided these were no substitute
for the real thing. Waves, even small ones,
currents and the temperature of open water can
all have an effect on a casualty, so we decided
the only course of action for this test was to do it
off the back of a boat in a saltwater environment.

As tests were being conducted in March, the
Solent seemed a little harsh on our tester, who
would be wearing typical summer boating attire.
So we headed to the slightly warmer waters of
the Med – at 14°C, the waters off Portals in
Mallorca were a similar temperature to those
you would find around Britain in summer.

How the lifejackets performed was one thing.
How the shock of cold water affected the
casualty was something else, as was how
quickly signs of hypothermia showed. Greg, our
tester, gives us an insight into what it is like to be
a man overboard.

After the test we looked at how easy it was to
rearm and repack each jacket. All lifejackets
should have an annual inspection and inflation,
but if repacking it is akin to getting a quart in a
pint pot, you are unlikely to do it, meaning that
annual checks will be missed. And if that is the
case your lifejacket may not work even when
worn, regardless of what the RNLI say.

Automatic firing
mechanisms

“ Waves, even
small ones,
currents and the
temperature of
open water can all
have an effect on
a casualty” Hammer >>

United Moulders

Halkey

Secumatic

United Moulders UML Pro
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Features
  Crotch-strap: No (available
 with harness)
  Light: Yes

Sprayhood: No
Harness: Yes (£77 inc with

 crotch-straps)
  Firing mechanism :
  United Moulders UML-5
  Fastening mechanism :
  Plastic buckle

Performance
Unlike the other lifejackets on test,
the Stormy is also a fleece-lined gilet
or jacket. This made adjustment a
little bit trickier but once set up the
Stormy was comfortable to wear on
board. Our tester remarked that it
felt just like an ordinary boat jacket.
In the water, activation and casualty
turning was quick at just 4.5 seconds,
but with no crotch-straps the jacket
did ride up a little. Because the
Storm y is a gilet/ jacket it comes in
sizes from XS to 3 XL and getting the
right size is important because once
it is inflated there isn’t much room to
spare. W e found that it became tight
under the arms despite the
expansion poppers and also tight
enough on the chest to restrict
breathing somewhat. The Stormy
was also quite light on reflective
panels and looks rather dull in the
water. But it did come with a useful
blanking cap to turn it from an
automatic into a manual jacket,
should the need arise.

Features
C rotch-strap: Yes (single)
Light: Yes
Sprayhood: Yes
Harness: Yes
Firing mechanism :
United Moulders UML-5
F astening mechanism :
Metal buckle

Performance
Our tester, Greg, described the
iZip as very comfortable to wear.
Adjustment was pretty
straightforward using a single slider
on the righthand side. Just four
seconds after hitting the water the
jacket was fully inflated, with the

PRICE

£150
PRICE

£140

Despite opening poppers, the
Stormy was tight under the

The iZip has lots of reflective

Adjustment was a little

SOLAS light is a £14.95

Seasafe iZip            Stormy Life Vest

Re arming
This was very simple. The Stormy
uses the sam e kit as the iZip and has
a separate Velcro panel for easy
access. Rearming kit: £19

Re packing
It doesn’t get any easier: simply
press the valve to let the air out and
it’s ready to go.

Contact
Adec Marine Tel: 020 8686 9717
www.stormylifejackets.co.uk

casualty face up, making the iZip one
of the fastest on test. Once inflated
the casualty’s head was kept clear of
the water and Greg reported that the
jacket was still comfortable to wear.
The sprayhood w as a little tricky to
find and get hold of but once located
it w as easy to put into place and
offered good protection. Reflective
strips were abundant, both with and
without the sprayhood. Other
features include a fleece-lined collar
for additional comfort and a separate
zipped section for easy access to
check the firing mechanism and gas
bottle. The colourful array of covers
may make you think the iZip is a bit of
a novelty product but that is far from
true. Our casualty liked this jacket.

Rearming
This w as simple – just unscrew the
old bottle and firing mechanism and
screw in new ones. Replace the
green manual fire-clip if required.
Rearming kit: £12.95

Repacking
The iZip comes with a separate
zipped cover and bladder. The slightly
larger cover meant repacking was
very easy, even with the extra
material of the sprayhood to pack
away. The iZip w as the easiest jacket
with a separate cover and bladder to
repack to a high standard.

Contact
Seasafe Systems Ltd
Tel: 01983 2823 88
www.seasafe.co.uk

MBM
rating

BeforeBefore AfterAfter
MBM
rating
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Features
Crotch-strap: Yes (single)
Light: Yes (but costs extra £12.95)
Sprayhood: Yes
Harness: Yes
Firing mechanism:
Halkey Roberts
Fastening mechanism:
Metal buckle

Performance
Like the Marinepool, adjustment of
the Viking lifejackets is a simple one-
side operation. Viking even supplies
a couple of clips to keep the excess
webbing tidy. Comfort levels on
board were described as good and
activation and casualty turning, while
A little slower than most models, was
acceptable at seven seconds.
Once inflated the jacket drew
positive comments from our tester,
including better than average
support for his head, which was held
well clear of the water. The
sprayhood was easy to find and
simple to put on. Though it looked a
little twisted when pulled on, it
provided a secure environment.
Many of the test jackets came with a
lifting strop, but only the Viking made
its location obvious and easy to get
at before inflation. The reflective
panels were pretty well placed and,
like the light, were covered by the
sprayhood, but a large clear panel
allowed both to do their job. The
sprayhood itself also incorporated
a number of reflective strips.

Features
Crotch-strap: Yes (single)
Light: No (but available to buy

 for an extra £19.95)
Sprayhood: No (but available

 to buy for an extra £19.95)
Harness: Yes
Firing mechanism:
United Moulders UML Pro

 Sensor
Fastening mechanism:
Metal buckle

Performance
The Marinepool jacket had the
traditional single-sided adjustment,

PRICE

£101

PRICE

£90

  Viking ConquestMarinepool 180N Racer Plus

Rearming
Like the Stormy’s UML-5 system, the
Halkey Roberts simply requires a new
bottle and firing mechanism to be
Screwed in. Rearming kit: £12.95

Repacking
The separate bladder was repacked
into the cover with ease, made
simpler by having a Velcro closure all
around the cover. However, it
seemed that the sprayhood had
nowhere to go – there didn’t seem to
be room for it inside the cover. I did
eventually get it in but the fit was
hardly neat.

Contact
Viking Life Saving Equipment Ltd
Tel: 023 8045 4184
www.viking-life.com

making it easy to tweak by the wearer
once on, and the jacket was comfy on
board because it felt compact. It took
just five seconds for the jacket to fully
inflate and turn Greg over, and it kept
his head nicely clear of the water.
However, he reported that the jacket
inflicted some compression on his
chest, meaning the Marinepool
wasn’t that comfortable once
inflated. The reflective material
seemed a bit limited and with a vast
area of yellow bladder on either side
going begging, it wouldn’t take much
to beef this up a bit. The bottle and
firing mechanism could be found
inside their own zipped panel, which
makes checking very straightforward,
and a firing mechanism status panel
with simple key can be found on the
front.

Rearming
Just unscrew the existing bottle,
throw it away and screw in the new
one and firing mechanism – simple.
Rearming kit: £18.95

Repacking
This was the easiest of the jackets to
repack because it was constructed
with a single component, which
formed the cover and bladder. The
downside of this is that any damage
to the cover means it won’t hold air.

Contact
Marinepool Tel: +49 89 8996190
www.marinepool.de (available from
various UK chandlers)

MBM
rating

MBM
rating

BeforeAfter AfterBefore
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Features
Crotch-strap: Yes (single)
Light: No (available for £39.95)
Sprayhood: No (available for
£20.35)
Harness: No
Firing mechanism:
United Moulders UML-5
Fastening mechanism:
Plastic buckle

Performance
The Spinlock jacket is an unusual
design in that it slips over your head

PRICE

£140

.......it took 4.5 seconds to fully

After hitting the water face

rather than being worn like a
waistcoat. It was easy to put on if you
were flexible enough to reach behind
for the strap, and very easy to adjust
thanks to a system that required just
a single pull on the loose end of
webbing. Wearing it on board, the
Spinlock not only looks different but
feels different too, which might take
some getting used to. Having said
that it was comfortable, with a
superbly soft neoprene collar. As an
aside, our tester also thought it
looked great too. The jacket inflated
and turned our tested over in a
respectable 4.5 seconds but when
inflated he reported some
compression on the neck to the
extent of slightly restricting his
breathing.

Rearming
It’s got the ubiquitous United
Moulders UM L-5 mechanism, so
simply unscrew the old and screw
in the new. Rearming pack: £19.95

Repacking
The Deckvest Lite is very compact
and this works against it when it
comes to repacking. It wasn’t
particularly easy and the end result
was more shoved in than carefully
packed. If I had a sprayhood to get in
as well it may well have beaten me.

 Contact
Spinlock Ltd Tel: 0198 3 295555
www.spinlock.co.uk

After
MBM
rating

Features
Crotch -strap : Yes
Light: No (but the AQ40 light is

available to buy for £20)
Spray hood : Yes
Harness : Yes
Firing mechanism :
United Moulders UML-5
Fastening mechanism :
Zipped panel

Performance
The adjustment of this jacket is very
easy; simply loosen right off before
putting on and then pull the loose
Ends either side. Once donned, the
Kru Sport Pro felt comfy and offered
a great feeling of security due  to the
large meshed back and zipped front
panel. In the water it was joint
fastest

PRICE

£160

The sprayhood was easy to

Ocean Safety Kru Sport Pro
at firing and turning our casualty over
in just four seconds . Once inflated
the head was held nicely above the
waterline and the jacket still felt
comfortable . The spray hood too k
our tester a while to find in the water
but once he had hold of the tab to
pull it out it was very easy to fit. This
made us realise how important it was
to familiarise yourself with any
lifejacket you buy. If you have a spray
hood, get to know how it works – it is
definitely time well spent. One
quibble was that there seemed no
obvious way of securing the loose
ends of the spray hood and I would
have liked another reflective panel
on the bottom of the right hand
bladder because the one that was
there was obscured after inflation.

Re arming
Simply unscrew the cylinder and
firing mechanism and screw in the
new ones . Replace the plastic
manual firing pin if required.
Rearming kit: £20
Re packing
Although it looked complicated,
with a separate bladder and cover,
this turned out to be very s traight
forward to repack due to the two
separate halves , each with a zip,
and a separate compartment for
the spray hood .
Contact
Ocean Safety Ltd Tel: 023 8072 0800
www.oceansafety.comBefore After

MBM
rating

Spinlock Deckvest Lite

Before
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Features
Crotch-strap : Yes (single)
Light: Yes
Sprayhood : Yes
Harness: No (available on the
Baltic Race 150 Jacket, £229.46)
Firing mechanism :
United Moulders UML Pro

 Sensor
Fastening mechanism :
Plastic buckle

Performance
The GP 150 is another compact
jacket which is simple to adjust and
comfortable to wear onboard. It uses
the same firing mechanism as the
Marinepool and has the same useful
window and a clear key to check the
status. The jacket also has a fleece
collar and mesh-lined back panel for
additional comfort. In the water the
Baltic took eight seconds to fully
inflate and turn over our tester and,
despite the  spray hood being very
obvious to us onlookers, it took Greg
a while to get hold of it due to its
being tucked so neatly right behind
his head. Once found though, the
hood was easily fixed in place and we

PRICE

£209

In spite of printed instructions on the bladder,
repacking was quite difficult

A clear panel made firing
mechanism inspections painless

Baltic GP 150 SL

liked the straight forward way it
attached to the bladders with large,
easy-to-use elasticated hoops. The
jacket was comfy once inflated and
came with a good array of reflective
panels.

Re arming
Just unscrew the gas and firing
mechanism and screw new ones in
place. Re arming kit: £ 30.97

Re packing
Another jacket with a separate
bladder and cover. This one came with
Some printed instructions as to where
to fold the bladder, which should have
made it easier. Infact, this was one of
the hardest jackets to repack due to
the tightness of the cover and the fact
that the zip kept bursting open during
packing. When the jacket was finally
squeezed in, the firing mechanism
was not lined up as it should have
been within the clear window. If this
was my jacket I don’t think I would be
doing a test-inflate very often.

Contact
Baltic Safety Products UK Ltd
Tel: 023 804 5 7272 www.baltic.se/en

Before After
MBM
rating

Features
Crotch-strap: Yes (single)
Light: Yes
Sprayhood: Yes
Harness: Yes
Firing mechanism :
Secumatic 4001S
Fastening mechanism :
Seatbelt-style plastic and

 metal buckle

Performance
The Secumar is a reasonably bulky
jacket but feels rugged, almost
commercial. The easy-to-use seatbelt
buckle provided a secure fastening
and was the easiest on test to use,
according to Greg. Adjustment was
simple, with a single-side slider, and
despite the bulk this wasn’t an
intrusive jacket to wear around the
boat and was very comfortable thanks
to its fleece-lined collar. In the water
the Secumar took a full 15 seconds to
inflate – initially we thought we had a
failure on our hands. But once it had
fired, the Ultra did its job and turned
our casualty over. In the water, the
jacket held Greg’s head high with
ease. The sprayhood fell to hand
easily, was straightforward to put on
and offered a good degree of
protection. Reflective panels were
adequate, including a nice big one
across the front of the sprayhood. This
jacket also provided a clear window
through which to check the status of
the firing mechanism, with a m annual
over-ride tab should this be required.

PRICE

£140

The sprayhood fell easily to hand

Re arming
This jacket uses a salt pill that comes
in a plastic carrier. Reinstallation is
simple. A new bottle is fitted with
a bayonet fitting rather than the
ubiquitous screw -thread, which
should prevent the problem of
bottles working loose. Rearming kit:
£20

Re packing
The bladder packed away easily into
the cover, which w as fixed by Velcro.
The only snag w as working out how
the sprayhood packed away. In the
end, I just shoved it unceremoniously
into the collar but it wasn’t right and
marred an otherwise easy repacking
experience.

Contact
Secumar UK Tel: 01621 782078
www.secumar.com

MBM
rating

Before After

Secumar Ultra AX Plus
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Features
Crotch-strap: Yes (double)
Light: Yes
Sprayhood: Yes
Harness: Yes
Firing mechanism : Hammer
Fastening mechanism :
Zipped panel plus plastic

 buckle

Performance
Adjustment was easy, with two
loose ends of webbing to pull on
either side. The Ergofit is quite a big
heavy lifejacket but it has that cool
Navy SEAL look about it and feels
reassuringly solid. However, on test
the Ergofit failed to fire
automatically, despite Greg jumping
in on two occasions. Firing it off
manually only partially worked, with
only the right hand side inflating.
Once out of the water and with a
little prodding the second half burst
into life. Back in the water, the

A clear panel allows for easy
inspection of the important parts

No scoreMBM
rating

Before After

PRICE

£165

sprayhood was easy to find but difficult
to deploy – it needed a really good tug
to separate the Velcro and enable the
hood fixings to be stretched over the
bladders. On the plus side, the one
thing that was very noticable was how
well the Ergofit held the casualty in the
water.
Good design of the bladders kept the
head held comfortably and well clear
of the water. The jacket also features a
handy zipped pocket on the front, a
Velcro tab to affix a PLB (personal
locator beacon) and a clear window to
check the status of the firing
mechanism.

Re arming
The Hammer rearming kit is about
twice as expensive as the UM L-5
and because the bottle is mounted
inside the bladder it is a more complex
operation to change. The Ergofit is
also available with non-Hammer
automatic inflation. Rearming kit: £39

Re packing
Spread out on the floor like some
luminescent roadkill, the Ergofit looked
like it was going to be a tricky
customer. Once I got going though it
was relatively painless and although
I wouldn’t say it was as neatly packed
as w hen it came out of the factory,
the firing mechanism w as in line with
the window and it looked OK.

Contact
Crewsaver Tel: 01329 820 000
www.crewsaver.co.uk

Crewsaver Ergofit 190N Coastal
Crewsaver test part 2
After the initial failure we contacted Crewsaver,
who responded by conducting a series of tests
with over 60 identical lifejackets. In their tests
they could not replicate the failure we
experienced, despite extensive environmental
and in-water testing. They then supplied us
with another Ergofit jacket of exactly the same
specification which we took to a local pool to
test. This jacket fired correctly and turned the
casualty over in five seconds.

s u c c e s s .f ull
in f la t io n o n the
s e c o n d tes t
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l i f e j a c k e t s
P r o d u c t t e s t

Greg’s experience
What I found most interesting
was just how quickly I was
affected by the cold. The water
was 14°C, similar to that
around the UK in the height of
summer, but it felt very cold,
especially as my face hit the
water. I was also surprised at
how far I drifted from the boat
within a few minutes of being
in the water, and at how my
strength was sapped to the
point that it affected my ability
to climb out unaided,despite
being an active 24-year-old.
Once back on board the
effects of the cold and the
biting wind started to cause
some mental incapacitation.
I found simple tasks more
difficult and became slightly
confused when trying to put
on a new lifejacket to test –
it is likely this was an early
symptom of hypothermia.
Another surprise was how

much bigger waves – even
ripples – appeared when you
were bobbing around among
them. I can now understand
why a sprayhood is vital in
anything other than millpond
conditions.

I also jumped in the water
without a lifejacket on and was
shocked at just how quickly
my clothes dragged me down.
I genuinely don’t think I would
have lasted more than a few
minutes as the cold drained
my energy and my mouth was
literally millimeters off the
water. Luckily I could get out,
dry off and warm myself up.
But the thought of being in
the water with no chance of
immediate rescue and no
lifejacket chilled me more
than the water temperature.
It was a sobering lesson and
one that will stay with me for
a long time.

Cold water soon sapped Greg’s energy . The safety line
proved essential  in helping him get back to the boat

With thanks to Clipper Marine for the loan of an Azimut 43,
surely the most glamorous lifejacket test bench ever

Results
Aside from the one notable
exception, every jacket
performed well on test,
turning our man Greg over in
the sea and into a face-up
position. The Seasafe iZip is a
definite contender for top
honours. It comes with all the
right features, is available in a
multitude of bright, fun
designs, performed
exceptionally well and was
easy to rearm and repack. The
Viking is another good all-
rounder that I would also be
happy to have on board my
boat, as was the Secumar.

Conclusion
As the RNLI says, lifejackets
are useless unless worn. I
would add that they might
also be useless if the wearer
doesn’t know how a jacket
works or if it isn’t serviced
regularly or isn’t fitted
correctly. The bottom line is
any lifejacket will hugely
improve your chances of
survival in cold water. But you
can increase the odds further
by buying one fitted with a
sprayhood, crotch-straps and
a light if you cruise at night.
If you buy one that is comfy
to wear on board you are
more likely to put it on.
Buy one that is easy to repack
and you are more likely to
inspect it.

Adding all these factors
together, we came to one
conclusion: get down to your
local chandler’s and purchase
a number of Ocean Safety’s
Kru Sport Pros for you and
your crew.
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Features
� ISO12402-3 approved
� Rated 150N but exceeds 180N buoyancy
� 38g gas cylinder
� Mesh back & sides
� Retro-reflective tape
� Dual adjustment waist straps
� Compact & unobtrusive
� Integral removable crotch strap
� Quick burst zip closure
� Light fitting patch
� Integral sprayhood

*(on harness versions)
� Approved service network
� Made in the UK
� 5 Year guarantee

Details
The Kru Sport Pro waistcoat style lifejacket is
comfortable and compact. This lifejacket is
ISO12402-3 (150N) approved yet offering superior
180N buoyancy. It has been designed for all weather
conditions and water use.

Hood & harness option
Complete with all the exceptional features of the
standard Kru Sport Pro with the additions of the
double soft eye harness points and a uniquely
stowed sprayhood  that sits flat across your back
allowing complete freedom of movement and
ultimate comfort.

Quick burst zip system

Styles available
Part No

BLACK NAVY
Manual gas inflation LIF5660 LIF5640
Automatic gas inflation LIF5670 LIF5650
Manual gas  inflation with harness (includes spray hood) LIF5665 LIF5645
Automatic gas inflation with harness (includes spray hood) LIF5675 LIF5655

A demonstration of using the spray hood :

Crotch strap

Double soft eyes
(harness option)

Sprayhood stowed
(harness version)

Reflective
tape front
and back

Oral tube

38g cylinder

High
visibility

Whistle

Retro-reflective tape

Double lifting beckets

Mesh back
and sides

R10 R
eady

NAVY

BLACK

Colours

Approval

ISO 12402-3
150N

Buoyancy

180N
(actual)

Kru Sport Pro Datasheet  Ocean Safety Ltd - www.oceansafety.com

Kru Sport Pro



Kannad SOLO - Personal Location Beacon (PLB)
SafeLink SOLO PLB works by transmitting an emergency signal via the dedicated
406Mhz distress frequency, alerting international search and rescue services to
the emergency situation and the identification of the PLB user. The SafeLink SOLO
PLB also transmits on the 121.5MHz frequency so that the emergency services
can ‘home in’ on the signal.

Features
� Internationally approved
� Subscription-free & no call charges
� Compact, light and durable
� Waterproof to 10m and buoyant when used with pouch
� Global emergency alerting
� 406MHz international distress signal and 121.5MHz

Description Part No
Kannad SOLO PLB EPI0110

� 50 channel integral GPS
� Minimum of 24 hours continuous

operation
� Simple 3 stage activation
� Operates at temperatures down to -20°c
� SOS LED flash light
� Self-test up to 12 times per year
� 5 year replaceable battery life
� Flotation pouch, lanyard and universal pouch included

Description Part No
Kannad Safelink R10 EPI0150

Kannad Safelink
R10 - AIS Survivor Recovery System

The SafeLink R10 SRS (Survivor Recovery System) is the smallest of its kind, a personal
AIS (Automatic Identification System) device designed to be fitted to a lifejacket
and assist in Man Overboard recovery.

The SafeLink R10 SRS is specifically designed as a personal search and
rescue locating device, it enables those on board a vessel with an AIS chart
plotter to quickly and efficiently locate and retrieve a missing crew
member. The SafeLink  R10 transmits target survivor information,
including structured alert messages, GPS position information and a
unique serialised identity number back to the onboard plotter. An inbuilt
high precision GPS receiver provides accurate position information to

Features
� Will transmit continuously for a minimum of 24 hours
� 7 year battery storage life
� Flashing LED indicator light; to aid detection at night
� Self test facility with battery use indication

Personal Location Beacons & AIS

Aquaspec AQ40 - High Performance LED Lifejacket Light

Styles available Part No

AQ40L (lead) light LIF2065
AQ40S (sensor) light LIF2070
Light fitting patch LIF2005

Features and benefits
� Powerful white flashing LED dome light
� Sensor lead (AQ40L) or built in sensor

points (AQ40S)
� Manual and automatic water activation
� Functional and simple design
� Fixing clip designed for easy attachment
� Compact design

Maintenance free five year battery life
� Tamper-proof

5 times longer*
More than 40 hours of
continuous operation
* Compared to 8 hour SOLAS
   minimum standard

3 times brighter*
More than 2.5cd of illumination

after 8 hours continuous use

* Compared to 0.75cd SOLAS
    minimum standard

Technical Specification
Colour White LED
Activation Water Auto / Manual
Dimensions 50mm (h) x 22mm (w) x 31mm (d)
Weight 39grams (AQ40L) 29 grams (AQ40S)
Battery Type Lithium
Output Minimum 2.5cd Light
Duration Minimum 40hrs Light
Approvals SOLAS (LSA Code), IMO Res MSC

81(70), ISO24408
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When personal safety is paramount choose

the best man overboard alarm

and tracking solution

The ultimate in personal safety equipment

+ +

The Kannad R10
uses both AIS and
GPS signals to be
Located easily
and quickly.

Kru PREMIER lifejacket

The AQUASPEC
AQ40L light

THE KRU LIFEJACKET RANGE
AVAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD RETAILERS

For the ultimate chance
of survival

The KANNAD R10 AIS SRS
(Survivory Recovery System)

The Kru Sport Pro
lifejacket


